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Innovative design 

When ShearCore was still just an idea, we knew there was a  
non-negotiable point in the business plan.  We had to have Ross  
Christenson.  His reputation for sophisticated, yet  simple designs,  
decades of experience and logical, innovative engineering are things we 
couldn’t do without.   

With Ross on board, and a clean slate, ShearCore is now manufacturing 
Fortress—a shear that is sophisticated, structurally sound and has a  
reduced number of parts due to its innovative design.   

Top quality  
rotation components 

were selected and 
are rated for full  

machine pressure to  
insure reliability 

Nitrocarburized swivel  
components for durability 

Piston rotation motor is  
standard and the machine is 
center line balanced which  

eliminates drift 

100% of the structure is 
made of SSAB steel

Ross Christenson 
Lead Designer 

 Massive pivot group  
eliminates the need for  
auto-guide (puck) and  

gives it a longer life and 
better cutting  

Patented boot with
removable side plate that 
covers the entire tip and 
doubles the size of the 

 protected area on the guide 
side of the upper jaw 

Taller blades allow for 
more parent material, 

resulting in a stronger jaw 

Upper and lower jaws are 
made from 6” plate steel 

which eliminates the need 
for lamination 

Designed with maintenance 
in mind—large access panels 

are removable for  
component replacement 

Improved visibilityElimination of hose inlets 
and the addition of a  

contoured reinforcement 
around the swing bearing to 

strengthen the body  

3 Year Unlimited Hour Structural Warranty



Manufacturing excellence 

When it comes to manufacturing mobile shears, nothing matters more 
than experience, and no one has more than Jim Campbell.  When you 
combine Jim’s knowledge and passion with state of the art machining  
centers, a new factory and a hand picked crew of welders, machinists and 
assemblers, you have the best the industry can offer.  This is Fortress. 

Designed for manufacturability, using state of the art machining centers, 
and having the best manufacturing team in the industry ensures that  
Fortress is truly manufactured with excellence.    

Machined upper jaw 
made of 6” plate steel 

Guide side of piercing 
tip with removable 

side plate 

Team members from the burn table,  
welding, machining, paint and assembly 

teams pictured with the first Fortress shear 

Shear specifications 

Jim Campbell 
VP Manufacturing 

Model Shear 
Weight

Jaw 
Opening

Jaw 
Depth Reach Minimum Excavator  

Boom Mount
Minimum Excavator  

Stick Mount
FS45R 11,700 28 28 10’ 11” 55,000 90,000
FS55R 13,600 30 30 11’ 2” 67,000 110,000
FS75R 15,300 32 32 12’ 0” 75,000 120,000
FS85R 17,700 36 37 13’ 4” 900,000 170,000
FS95R 21,200 42 42 13’ 9’ 110,000 185,000

Models listed are rotating shears. Non-rotating models are available in all sizes.



Industry leading expertise 

Bruce Bacon 
President  

Jason Johnson 
Inside Sales Manager 

Paul Houseman 
Service Manager 

Cheri Boreen 
Parts Specialist 

Regional business managers 

Chris Fodor   (513) 257-9038   chris@shearcore.com 
Northeast, PA, OH, MI, Toronto area 
8 years in the industry—”It means a lot to work for great people with respect and in-
tegrity who empower you to do your job and stand behind you.  It’s even better when 
the company builds a product that you can absolutely be proud to represent. “   

Ian Lewandowski   (218) 576-5224   ian@shearcore.com 
Midwest,  Northwest, Canada (except for Toronto market) 
15 years in the industry—”The scrap industry is in my blood.  I’ve been  lucky enough 
to represent the highest quality products created by amazing engineers & 
manufacturers, combined with a ridiculous commitment to service & support & 
work on super fun sales teams. Representing ShearCore is like coming home. “  

Kenny Bradshaw   (218) 343-6803   kenny@shearcore.com 
Western FL, GA, AL, MS, TN 
16 years in the industry—”I came out of retirement and joined ShearCore because of 
the product lines we offer & the spirit, drive & integrity of the people  in the or-
ganization.  So, if you see a cloud of dust blow thru the yard & you get a real strong 
whiff of mothballs, look close, maybe ol’ Kenny is stopping by to say howdy.”   

Terry Sturgell   (772) 418-4844   terry@shearcore.com 
Eastern FL, VA, NC, SC, Southern TX, LA, AZ, CA, NV, UT, HI, Mexico, Caribbean 
12 years in the industry—”I have had the opportunity to meet and work with 
plenty of hard working, honest people and am proud to be part of this industry.  
Working with ShearCore gives me an opportunity to work with a close knit team 
that has the same core values of honor and integrity that I hold so dearly.”   

Tommy Jansen   (641) 638-0793   tommy@shearcore.com 
Northern TX, AR, OK, MO, KS, NE, CO, IN, IL, KY, NM 
12 years in the industry—”This industry is built on relationships and lifetime friend-
ships, most importantly.  Let’s cut to the heart of it, surrounding yourself with a 
great and innovative product along with a group of people that feel as though they 
are family is every sales person’s dream.”    

Www.shearcore.com   (601) 675-CORE 

Bruce Bacon
President

Bryan Bromme
Inside Sales Manager

Paul Houseman
Service Manager

Cheri Boreen
Parts Specialist
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